
 

Body Styling Movements

Bachata Hip Lift The hip lift or ‘pop’ action is achieved by taking pressure on the ball of the 
stepping foot onto a flexed knee thereby lifting the hip to an upwards position 
before replacing the weight onto the supporting foot onto a flexed knee

Body Bending To curve the body forwards, backwards or laterally

Body Stretching To extend and expand one or more parts of the body 

Bounce Action A light up and down movement achieved by the flexing and straightening of 
the knees and ankles

Circular Action A continuous rotational movement of the wrists, hips or ankles in a clockwise 
or anti-clockwise direction. It is also common to use a ‘figure 8’ movement 
with the hips

Contraction An inward pull of muscle tension. The muscle contracts and therefore 
shortens and hardens 

Cuban/Latin hip action A rotation of the hips around the spine, caused by the alternate bending and 
straightening action of the knees. For a good hip action to be achieved, 
pressure should be taken on the inside edge of ball of the stepping foot onto 
a flexed knee. The knee should bend slightly inwards toward the direction of 
the straight leg. In order to get the maximum angle and rotation from your 
hips you should try to push the straight leg backwards, the hip over the 
straight leg will push backwards too. It is not necessary to fully straighten the 
leg to achieve a good hip action

‘Figure 8’ Hip Action ‘Figure 8’ hip action is achieved by taking pressure onto the ball of the 
stepping foot with the knee flexed, moving the hip horizontally and diagonally 
forwards to complete one half of the ‘8’. You then replace the weight back 
onto the supporting leg, moving the hip horizontally and diagonally backwards 
to complete the other half of the ‘8

Full Body Rotation A progression of the upper body rotation, a circular action is also performed 
with the hips in opposition to the ribcage isolation (i.e. as the ribcage is lifted 
forwards the hips rotate to the back and vice versa)

Full Body Wave A flowing movement that travels from one part of the body through the 
interconnecting body parts to end in another part of the body. The pelvis tilts 
forwards and backwards, allowing the rib cage and diaphragm to expand and 
contract. Usually danced with a weight transference from one foot to the 
other, applying pressure into the floor while bending and straightening the 
knees to accentuate the movement

Hip Rotation A circular action performed with the hips usually starting in a backwards 
direction, either clockwise or anti-clockwise. Can be performed on the spot or 
travelling, continuing the action by holding full weight on the supporting leg 
while the other foot moves to the side. 



 

Lateral side Stretch                            A lateral stretch to the left or right achieved by flexing 
the knee of the supporting leg and pointing the toe of 
the moving foot to the side, stretching the inside of 
the thigh and allowing the upper body to lean 
laterally, contracting and expanding the external 
oblique muscles 

Merengue action A hip movement achieved by taking a step with only part weight onto the 
moving foot and a delayed hip action with the opposite hip. As the next step is 
taken full weight is transferred to the foot and the hip moves across.

Middle Body Movement The expansion and contraction of the diaphragm. This can be used as an 
isolation movement or along with pelvic action

Natural Twist Position               A twist is performed on the balls of both feet, adding 
a middle body isolation movement from the waist in 
opposition to the direction of the foot swivel

Pelvic action A tilting action of the pelvis in a forwards and backwards motion. Usually the 
weight is held equally over both feet with the knees slightly flexed, but can 
also be danced when moving from foot to foot

Pulsating body movements Using the shoulders and pelvis in unison, this is a fast forwards and 
backwards motion to create a pulse like movement. The ribcage should be 
lifted and contracted to accentuate the effect

Rib cage movement This is an isolation movement of the rib cage in any direction

Shake A rapid vibrating movement achieved by the fast alternating of both heels 
from the floor. The balls of both feet remaining in contact with the floor 
throughout

Shoulder turn to RDF A body twist to the right from the waist allowing the left shoulder to come 
forward and across the body. This will automatically turn out the toe of the 
moving foot



 
Shoulder turn to LDF A body twist to the left from the waist allowing the right shoulder to come 

forward and across the body. This will automatically turn out the toe of the 
moving foot

Sway         To incline the body to the left or right

Staccato Action                           Used in the Cha-Cha and in Tango influenced dance 
styles, staccato is a dramatic movement with a 
stealthy walking action ending with a short crisp 
closing step. A middle body isolation is sometimes 
used to accentuate the sharp movement

Upper Body Rotation An isolation of the upper body using a circular middle body action with a 
corresponding expanding and contracting ribcage isolation

Upper Body Wave The diaphragm and rib cage is lifted upwards and forwards, the pelvis is tilted 
backwards allowing the body to expand. The diaphragm and rib cage is then 
lowered and the body allowed to contract as the pelvis is returned to neutral 
position


